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Who are
EOL IT Services

Formed in 1996, EOL IT Services was
founded as and remains one of the UK
& Europe’s leading independent IT asset
disposal, data destruction and secure
relocation service providers.
EOL’s reputation continues to build via its
commitment to responsible data erasure to
exacting NCSC standards, comprehensive
managed services that minimise disruption
and risk, full accreditation and compliance, a
positive environmental disposal policy and
quality customer service from highly trained
professionals.
Our accreditations go beyond normal
standards expected, with an ongoing
investment for both quality and compliance
conformance.
To accurately deliver “managed services”
requires a true understanding of the client’s
needs. IT is under ever increasing pressure,
to align itself with business requirements, whilst
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co-ordinating multiple provider relationships.
As data security also aligns itself with business
critical areas, clients of EOL are increasingly
engaging to explore how EOL can eliminate
their concerns over processes and data
security when changes occur.
When migration to the cloud or innovative
solutions take priority, your IT asset and data
security area may take second place, due to
pressure and redirected internal resources.
EOL play a crucial part in these situations,
supporting clients with relocation services,
systems and staff.
Our experience of working in close association
with clients to relocate IT assets provide
flexibility, increases their own productivity and
reduces costs with end to end services.
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Data Centre &
Server Relocation

Planning is crucial however small the project
may be. Our approach is one of partnering
and support at every milestone. Our
processes and methods remain the same
regardless of the size of the project.

⊲ Pre-move audit & Risk Assessment

Whether you are moving a single U switch or
considering a complete data centre move, EOL
provide a fully managed, comprehensive and
secure relocation service.

⊲ Purpose built flight cases and packaging
including security locks

Our Prince2, CISCO CCNA, ITIL and Comp
TIA staff have the knowledge and experience
to perform whatever task we undertake with
detailed pre-move audits and risk assessment
providing accurate “project mapping”.

⊲ Secure transportation in GPS tracked & fully
insured vehicles

Security is paramount with purpose built cases
and GPS tracked vehicles for transporting
clients’ critical infrastructure equipment
between locations. All EOL staff are vetted via
DBS and BS 7858 standards.
The utmost care and attention is given to every
aspect of every project.
⊲ Dedicated Prince2 accredited Project
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Managers for single point of contact

⊲ Decommission, cable management &
Installation

⊲ Team of fully qualified and security vetted
technicians

⊲ Complete out of hours service to minimise
disruption and downtime
⊲ Compliant & secure disposal of redundant IT
equipment & WEEE Compliance
⊲ Data destruction to HMG Infosec Level 5
Enhanced Standards
⊲ Post move inspection & support
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Moves & Changes
(MAC Services)

The majority of projects involve relocating both
IT infrastructure and staff.

⊲ Perform full pre- move audit of desktop and
infrastructure

Our core service includes servers, PCs,
workstations and peripherals. A pre-move audit
assesses the network and configuration of each
workstation. A pre-move “user layout map” is an
essential part of each project to ensure a speedy
return to a business as usual status.

⊲ Ensure requirements for go live site are in
place and functional

An audit to track asset numbers for all inventory,
to ensure it is matching with your user business
estate records, is also essential.

⊲ Physical move of all assets. If leaving a secure
area or building this may include lockable
flight cases for high value items, or sensitive
data assets. Use of secure satellite tracked
vehicles

Any business must follow processes to eliminate
data risk or violation of their data security
policies during such moves. Business continuity
management is also crucial throughout.
A structured plan is essential when moving IT
inventory throughout your business. EOL are
willing to work outside of normal working hours
alongside your staff, to get everything back to
normal as quickly as possible.
Budgets, deadlines and service are constantly
monitored to ensure all targets are achieved.

⊲ Provide all packaging requirements, and
assist with packing for move, complete with
asset tracking

⊲ Highest levels of security with DBS and credit
checked staff supported by BS 7858 standard
⊲ Set up and test all equipment ready for go live
⊲ On site go live support or floor walkers
⊲ Project Management support as required
⊲ Out of hours working available to minimise
downtime
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IT Preparation, Roll
Out & Installation

Budgets, timescales, staff shortages or
software upgrades all form part of the
challenges for any IT roll out project.
We have always provided comprehensive
services for all aspects of IT implementation.
It may be an individual department or a datacentre. Whatever the size or complexity the
concerns and urgency are the same.
Our “pre-install” service will take delivery of the
inventory to our facility, asset-tag all inventory
and pre-install software, relieving the pressure
placed on internal staff. Post installation
surveys are carried out with the same diligence
and supervision by our Project Managers.

⊲ Dispose of packaging, apply asset tags and
supply audit report
⊲ Prepare and install peripherals and software.
⊲ Deliver to desk and power on
⊲ Out of hours service to minimise downtime.
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Decommission
& Removal

Redundant IT equipment forms a crucial part
of any project, placing a strain on valuable
technical resources to deal with downgraded
inventory destined for retirement, expensive
real estate space and in some cases possible
security risks.

⊲ Removal & secure disposal of redundant
equipment with full certification

Our experienced team of accredited engineers
will safely and securely decommission and
remove your redundant IT equipment, ensuring
deadlines are adhered to and any disruption to
lead services is eliminated.

⊲ Hands on accredited Prince2 Project
Manager

EOL can also provide on-site data destruction
of data bearing media prior to removal to

⊲ Post installation support

mitigate risk.
⊲ Full site scope
⊲ Power down and decommissioning
⊲ Removal of cabling & peripherals
⊲ Secure Data Destruction
⊲ Full Asset Recording & Auditing
⊲ WEEE Compliance

Clients may have large projects that run over
protracted periods of time to prevent disruption
to the business. We can work with a small
number of installs at a time if the project
demands it – we are always flexible and
supportive of these situations.
⊲ Receive delivery of equipment and unpack
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UK & International
Services

For many years, EOL have provided the
highest level of service to our clients in the
UK. Global organisations require a global
solution and therefore decommissioning or
removal of IT infrastructure worldwide now
forms an integral and increasing part of our
business model.
The same processes and planning are applied
to meet international business deadlines driven
by business acquisition, expansion into new
territories or expansion of business service
delivery.
Our “personal courier” service has grown
extensively, providing a “door-to-door” secure
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Data Destruction
Services

⊲ Data Destruction to International
Government Standards

What could be more important to any
business or establishment than its data?
Recognition of this vital area is crucial when
seeking “an authoritative” partner. EOL
IT Services have always provided credible
data security and destruction services. Data
for business, public sector or healthcare
specialists must be protected and valued.

⊲ Decommissioning and Removal by Qualified
Technicians

A flawed data destruction policy will have
detrimental consequences:

⊲ Point-to-Point secure GPS tracked logistics

⊲ Hard drives which contain confidential
customer or employee information could
breach legislation under the Data Protection
Act or forthcoming GDPR. This will result in
a financial penalty/fine from the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO)

service. Specialist equipment is used to
transport laptops, desktops, HDD or server
racks, ensuring the product never leaves our
hands. We understand that an uncertain chain
of custody is never secure.

⊲ Global network covering APAC, AMEA, USA
& Europe

domain impacting on your reputation
EOL IT Services provide a range of data
destruction services which meet HMG Infosec
Level 5 Enhanced standards
⊲ Onsite data shredding including HDD, CD,
DVD, SSD, FDD & printed material
⊲ Smart Phone & Tablet data wiping
What EOL “wrap around” these solutions is
experience and a responsible approach to
protect your data with future proof processes
and scrutiny of our own audited practices.
Having achieved ISO 27001 and BS 15713 we
are committed to deliver such crucial services
to every client.

⊲ Your business could compromise its own
competitiveness if sensitive commercial
information is released into the public
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Consultancy &
Compliance Service

Our accreditations have been achieved at
EOL due to years of experience in the field of
IT and data security. We continue to improve
via ongoing and periodic auditing and
inspection by authorised scrutineers.
As the pressure for improved data security
marches forward, driven by forthcoming EU
legislation for greater powers for the ICO, it is
critical to recognise how we should all manage
and protect our data.

the organisation.
Specific areas we provide consultancy support
on are:
⊲ Information Security Policies (CISSP)
⊲ ISO 27001 Framework.
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Accreditations

As the UK’s highest accredited ITAD. EOL remains focussed on enhancing our resources,
capabilities and compliance in line with evolving clients’ needs and changing legislative
requirements.
Fully accredited and compliant with all relevant UK and European legislation we endeavour to
adhere to a zero landfill policy. As our service and reputation grows we continue to strive to
provide our clients with EOL’s ongoing commitment of trust, security, quality and confidentiality.

⊲ ISO 14001 Framework
⊲ ISO 18001 Framework

EOL can provide guidance and consultation
over such areas, to review and improve your
internal processes or assist organisations
who embark on achieving these standards to
support business security continuity.

⊲ MAC Project Management

We can support you in the auditing of your
current processes, provide feedback and
a plan of action to ensure the standard you
aspire to is achieved and embedded across

⊲ IT Asset Auditing

BS EN
15713

⊲ Risk Assessments

ISO
22301

Secure
Destruction of
Confidential Material
Management
Certification

Business
Continuity
Management
Certification

INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
TOOLKIT

⊲ Business Process Improvement

Certiﬁcate Number 15482
ISO 27001

GISTER
RE

ED

BS EN

FIRM
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QUALIT

CERTIFICATED
Y

7858:2012

ISO
QUALITY
SERVICES

REGISTERED FIRM

⊲ Programme and Project Management
⊲ Policy Advice and Development
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